
Grammar, Punctuation 

and Spelling (GAPS) in 

Year 6



Why do we have to teach GAPs?

� The National Curriculum states,

� ‘Pupils should be taught to control their speaking and writing 

consciously and to use Standard English. They should be taught to use 

the elements of spelling, grammar, punctuation and ‘language about 

language’ listed. 

� Throughout the programmes of study, teachers should teach pupils 

the vocabulary they need to discuss their reading, writing and spoken 

language. It is important that pupils learn the correct grammatical 

terms in English and that these terms are integrated within 

teaching.’



Grammar

� Grammar is a combination of word level and 

sentence structure.

� This could involve knowing every word class that a 

word belongs to in a sentence using the correct 

terminology.

� Pupils also need to be able to identify different 

clauses within a sentence, and whether they are 

grammatically correct, formal or informal.



Punctuation

� Pupils need to learn and understand how all types of 

punctuation should be used accurately including:

� Commas

� Semi-colons

� Brackets

� Hyphens 

� Colons 

� Dashes 



Spelling

� In Year 6, we consolidate all of the spelling 

patterns covered during their time at Primary 

School, to apply within their written work and for 

a formal test in May.

� For their writing, the pupils need to aware of and 

use accurately the Year 5/6  words prescribed 

within the National Curriculum.



How we teach GAPS in Year 6

We use a number of techniques and strategies to teach this area of the 

English curriculum such as:

� Fun and interactive – games,

� Use an element of GAPs at the beginning of some lessons to enhance 

their extended writing,

� Use different stimuli – songs, adverts, real-life experiences of language,

� Carefully plan in all elements of GAPS to make it purposeful,

� Use the correct terminology,

� Use ‘detective’ skills to eliminate other possibilities,

� 10 minute tests and past SATs paper for develop pace and technique.



Key elements in the Year 6 Curriculum

� Revise everything from Year 1 onwards!

� Passive and Active voice

� Subjunctive Mood

� Hyphens to avoid ambiguity (man eating shark 

versus man-eating shark)



Subjunctive Mood

� Adverts and songs – subjunctive mood quiz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ke9aVTK2x7E

� Formal and expresses a wish 

� Using WERE instead of was



SATs QUESTIONS



Active and Passive Voice

� We try and make this really simple by making them think about 

‘Zombies’.

� ACTIVE 

� The postman delivered the letters.

� PASSIVE

� The letters were delivered by the postman. (by Zombies)



SATs QUESTIONS





Their’s so much too remember so are aim is to 

make GAPS as fun and as interactive as possible 

whilst learning about our tricky language.


